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Abstract 

Objective: Radiotherapy aim to destroy tumours with radiation while minimizing dose to healthy tis-sues. 

Compared with conventional photon treatments, protons have potentially higher precision. This work explores 

the potential of Mevion S250i proton therapy system’s dynamic collimator (referred to as adaptive apertureTM, 

AA) to sharpen the lateral penumbra and to decrease the dose deposition in healthy tissues. This work also 

aims to validate the Monte Carlo model of the AA. Methods: Different geometries (regular and irregular) at 

different depths (shallow and deep) were modelled using the treatment planning system (TPS) including and 

excluding the AA component. The plans were irradiated with a single-field and a prescribed dose of 2.00 Gy. 

The measurements were compared against TPS and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations using an in-house 

developed beam model. Results: The use of AA allowed to reduce the irradiated field within 13% (shallow 

plans) and 20% (deep plans). Lateral penumbra with AA decreased at least 3 mm for the deeper target and 8 

mm for the shallower (regular geometry). Relative error between MC simulations and TPS profiles is below 

5%. The error is larger when the AA is used. MC simulations present a lower entrance dose compared to the 

TPS. Conclusions: The collimating function of the AA allows significant healthy tissue dose sparing in the 

area surrounding the tumour. MC beam model reveals good agreement with TPS. Advances in knowledge: 

The use of dynamic collimators can improve proton pencil scanning techniques.

1. Introduction 

Worldwide, cancer incidence rate has increased 

making it the second leading cause of death after 

cardiovascular disease 1. Radiation therapy is an 

important cancer treatment modality given to 

approximately 50% of all oncological patients during 

their course of illness, 40% with curative intent. 2 . 

Conventional radiation therapy treatments use X-rays 

(high energy photons, typically from 6 MeV to 18 MeV 

produced by accelerated electrons) or, for some more 

superficial targets, electrons (up to 20 MeV). 

Nevertheless, from the discovery of X-rays 3, radiation 

therapy has quickly evolved. Nowadays, both neutral 

and charged particles can also be applied to 

oncological treatments. The use of external beams of 

charged particles to treat cancer is commonly called 

hadron therapy. In this case light or heavy ions such 

as protons or carbon ions are accelerated up to 250 

MeV and 430 MeV per nucleon (MeV/n), respectively 

4. These particles can penetrate the tissues with little 

diffusion and deposit the maximum energy just before 

stopping, because of their unique physical properties, 

as Figure 1.1 shows. The case of using proton beams 

to treat tumours is commonly called proton therapy 

(PT). Protons deposit most of their energy at a given 

depth, creating a peak of dose called Bragg peak, 

named after William Henry Bragg who first discovered 

it in 1904 5.   

 

Figure 1.1 - Relative depth-dose curves for proton vs. 
photon beam irradiation. 
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The Bragg peak’s depth depends on the particle 

energy as well as the traversed medium, therefore in 

cancer treatments the depth of the particle beam can 

be tuned so that it deposits most of its energy at the 

tumour, sparing the healthy tissues behind. The 

combination of beams with different energies results 

in a set of overlapping Bragg peaks, called spread-

out Bragg peak (SOBP) which enables delivering a 

uniform dose to a volume as illustrated in (Figure 1.1). 

The particle irradiation using a SOBP technique has 

the advantage of decreasing the total volume of 

healthy tissue irradiated compared to megavoltage 

photon beams (grey curve, Figure 1.1).  

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Mevion S250i PT system 

This work focus on validating the dynamic multileaf-

collimator (adaptive apertureTM, AA) of Mevion S250i 

Proton Therapy System with HYPERSCAN® Pencil 

Beam Scanning (Mevion Medical Systems Inc., 

Littleton, MA, U.S.A) pictured on Figure 2.1a. In this 

system, protons are accelerated in the gantry-

embedded cyclotron producing a pencil beam with a 

fixed energy of 230 MeV. The protons are conducted 

to the patient through the nozzle (Figure 2.1a) which 

rotates between -5° and 185° around the patient and 

extend between 3.6 cm and 33.6 cm towards the 

isocentre. Inside the nozzle, a dual axes scanning 

magnet steers the beam in the x- and y-directions and 

the dosimetric system composed of six transmission 

ion chambers (TICs) responsible for measuring the 

beam spot position, shape and charge The fast 

energy modulation system (EMS) consists of 

eighteen lexan plates. Through 162-plate 

combination and with optimized thicknesses and air 

gaps, the EMS degrades the nominal range in water 

in multiples of 2.1 mm, covering a depth of 

approximately 32 cm (90% distal falloff) to the 

surface. Furthermore, the one nominal proton energy 

combined with this type of EMS, results in Bragg 

peaks with constant beam widths, e.g. the FWHM in 

the beam direction is approximately 27 ± 1 mm 

measured in integrated depth doses (IDDs) 6 

 

 

Figure 2.1- (a) Mevion S250i Proton Therapy System with HYPERSCAN®, with an inner gantry that rotates from -5 to 185 
degrees around the isocentre in the gantry plane with a 0.1 degree accuracy. (b) Inner gantry with the sketched interior of 

the nozzle zoomed in.(c) Frontal view of Mevion’s adaptive apertureTM (d) Frontal view of the AA’s MC model. Adapted6,7
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The AA (Figure 2.1c-d) consists of two opposing 

blocks of seven dynamic leaves made of Nickel 200 

(99.6 % pure) moving in a 20 x 20 cm2 treatment field 

as a block in the y-direction and each leaf 

independently in the x-direction for beam collimation. 

Each block is composed of two larger leaves on the 

top and bottom with 20.75 mm thickness and five 

inner leaves 5 mm thick. To simplify, the larger leaves 

will be called jaws onwards, and the inner leaves just 

leaves. The jaws of the AA are the only parts that can 

close completely and are used to minimize leakage. 

The five leaves shape the edges of the irradiated 

volume with a precision of 0.5 mm. The exit window 

made of Lexan (1.6 mm thick) which covers the end 

of the nozzle. 

2.2. TPS workflow  

Raystation version 8B (RaySearch Laboratories, 

Stockholm, Sweden) was the commercial treatment 

planning system (TPS) used. It has two dose 

calculation approaches available: pencil beam v4.2 

(RS-PBA) and MC v4.1 (RS-MC). The latter was the 

utilized algorithm because, as stated by the 

manufacturer, is the only which computes clinical 

doses when multi-leaf collimators (MLC) are placed 

in the beam line.8. Two different volumes were 

modelled in the TPS (Figure 2.2). Each volume is 

placed inside a phantom, as an analogy with a tumour 

inside the human body. All structures are made of 

water (12.2% hydrogen, 88.8% oxygen)  with density 

and mean excitation energy values of  𝜌𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 =

1.00 𝑔𝑐𝑚−3 𝐼𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 75 𝑒, respectively9.  For each 

geometry, two clinical plans were made with the same 

exact configuration: one plan was made with AA 

(dynamic nickel leaves collimating individual energy 

layers) and the other without (nickel leaves are static 

and fully open). A total of six plans were irradiated. All 

plans require a planning imaging set (CT scans). After 

geometry modelling, the specifications of the plan to 

be delivered are designed. Gantry position and the 

treatment couch angle were set to 90º and 270º, 

respectively. The prescribed average dose to the 

target was 2.00 Gy in one fraction with 0.5% MC 

uncertainty and 104 ions per spot. The designed 

plans are evaluated until no further optimization is 

possible. At this stage, the final clinical dose is 

computed and can be exported alongside the clinical 

treatment plan (clinical plan). In order to set-up the 

measurements, the QA preparation module is used to 

transfer the clinical plan to a solid phantom (where the 

QA measurement procedure is simpler). The final 

dose recomputed and exported. 

2.3. Monte Carlo workflow  

MEVION S250i’s MC model was developed with  the 

user-friendly MC code TOol kit for PArticle Simulation 

(TOPAS) based on Geant4.10   

TOPAS uses a set of 4 text files describing 

simulations parameter as input. 60 5-cm-thick CT 

slices and an RTDOSE are placed on a DICOM 

Directory. The dose grid information is copied from 

the QA dose (given as input) using TOPAS code line: 

s:Ge/Patient/CloneRTDoseGridFrom      = 

Ge/Patient/DicomDirectory + "/RTDOSE.dcm”. The 

phantom geometry is defined based on the CT slices 

volume  (60 5-cm-thick slices define a cubic 30 x 30 

x 30 cm3 phantom).  

 

Figure 2.2 - Designed geometries placed within the phantom (external green line) enclosed by the dose grid (grey line). 
(a-b) Beam eye and upper view of the hairdryer (20 cm deep) (c) Shallow sphere 10 cm deep (d) Deep sphere 20 cm deep.  
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Figure 2.3 - Sequential Raystation (upper panel) and Monte Carlo simulations (bottom panel) workflow.  

The My Imaging To Material Converter is a TOPAS 

extension developed at Maastro, used to assign a 

material (water, in our case) to each CT voxel. The 

patient files contain  the commands to do so. The 

beam model file text file defines the geometry of 

MEVION S250i components  

The plan file contains information, for each spot, 

regarding coordinates (𝑥 and 𝑦). Pulse charge 

delivered to the spot, in MU/pC (which is further 

converted to the number of protons based on the 

value of the elementary charge)  Range shifter 

sequence (a binary sequence which has 1 for the 

plates that intercept the beam and 0 

otherwise).Positioning of the system, concerning 

gantry’s and couch angle, nozzle distance from the 

isocentre and AA position. If the first are kept constant 

during all simulation, for each spot the AA position is 

defined as it changes dynamically.  

TOPAS scores dose-to-water, defined in the Scoring 

text file. In the end, all simulated doses are summed 

into a combined DICOM dose file. The MC model 

used to perform simulations is presented in Figure 

2.4. 

2.4. Experimental set-up 

 

Figure 2.4 - - Lateral view of the experimental set-up. The 
detector is placed between solid water plates.(b) MC model 
reproducing  the set-up (a) The CT simulates the RW3 
phantom. Range shifter plates are positioned in the beam 
path (plates (1)) or outside of it (plates (0)) according to the 
clinical plan information 
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The experimental set-up (Figure 2.4) to acquire the 

measurements uses the system presented in 2.1, the 

RW3 phantom model T29672 (PTW Freiburg, 

Germany), made of different thicknesses solid-water 

plates and the PTW Octavius XDR1500 detector 

which has a matrix of 1405 ionization chambers 

resulting in effective measuring field of 27 cm x 27 

cm. The ion chambers are 4.4 mm x 4.4 mm x 3 mm 

in size, and the centre-to-centre spacing is 7.1 mm.  

2.5. Results analysis  

The measurements were analysed based on their 

transversal dose profiles (x and y directions). To 

simplify comparison, only the irradiated depth’s 

closest from the maximum dose were analysed. The 

FWHM and Lateral Penumbra (equation 2.1)11 of the 

6 plans were computed and compared between 

measurements, TOPAS and TPS. 

𝐿𝑃 =  
|𝑅801 − 𝑅201| − |𝑅802 − 𝑅202|

2
3.5 

To attest the proximity of the MC model with the TPS, 

IDD profiles were studied for all the 6 plans. Relative 

error, R90 and R20 were the metrics taken to 

compare the three. All DICOM outputs were 

processed and analysed using MATLAB (R2018b) 

(The MathWorks, Inc.) program 

3. Results 

3.1 Experimental analysis 

Figure 3.1a (with AA) presents reduced lateral dose 

spread around the sphere when compared to the one 

Figure 3.1b (without AA) as already reported by 

Almeida et. al12 .A qualitative map of the dose spread 

achieved with this device is presented on Figure 3.1c. 

To perform a quantitative analysis, transversal 

FWHM (t-FWHM) and lateral penumbra (LP) of the 

irradiated field were analysed. Results are presented 

on Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1, respectively. 

i.Transversal-FWHM 

Figure 3.2 shows that transversal-FWHM (t-FWHM) 

value rises with depth. With the AA lower values of 𝑥 

and 𝑦-FWHM are clinically achieved. Shallower plans 

present differences of 20% between data without AA 

and data with AA. For the deepest plans, the 

difference is 10%  

Being 𝑧max the depth where the maximum dose is 

scored, transversal profiles for the measured depth 

closer to 𝑧max are presented on Figure 3.3. 

Comparing both sphere plans revealed that, without 

AA the t-FWHM decreased, on average, 1.4 mm. 

With AA, reductions of 6.4 mm were achieved, for 

experimental data Raystation differences between 

shallow and deeper plans are 0.3 mm without AA and 

8.5 mm with AA. TOPAS model reported differences 

of 2.1 mm and 7.6 mm, in the same order. Higher 

differences between TOPAS and measurements 

occur in horizontal shallow sphere plan (1.3 mm). The 

higher differences between TPS and measurements 

also occur for the shallow sphere plan (4.4 mm). 

Horizontal profiles of Figure 3.2 show that TOPAS 

systematically underestimate the t-FWHM, with 

differences reaching 3 mm. The TPS uses 

approximations on the MC-dose engine to speed up 

the code. Simplifications of the MCS and nuclear 

interactions models8 can partially explain the 

differences between  TPS and measurements.

 

Figure 3.1 - Experimental dose comparison for the deep sphere plan at 209 mm depth (a) with AA and (b) without AA. (c) 
Dose difference obtained when subtracting (a) from (b). Transversal profiles were taken of each spot as indicated by the 
red (𝑥-profiles) and the green (𝑦-profiles) line. 
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Figure 3.2 - 𝑥 FWHM (upper row) and 𝑦 FWHM (bottom row), for all irradiated depths in (a,d) Shallow sphere (b,e) Deep 

sphere; (c,f) Hairdryer. Data without AA is represented with red for 𝑥-profiles, green for 𝑦-profiles). Data with AA is black. 

 

Figure 3.3 - Transversal profiles as indicated by the dotted lines of Figure 3.1 . Data with AA (black)) against without AA 
(coloured: red for 𝑥-profiles, green for 𝑦-profiles). Plots compare TOPAS (sold lines), TPS (dotted lines) and experimental 
measures (scatter points). The depth analysed is, for each plan, the one closest to the maximum dose. FWHM for each 
plot is indicated in caption.  
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Table 3.1 - Lateral Penumbra (LP), in mm, for x and y profile of each irradiated plan considering the experimental measures 
(exp), RayStation output (TPS) and TOPAS simulations (top). Results are taken in concerning the experimental depths 

closest to the Bragg peak’s depth. 

Plan 

 

x-profile y-profile 

𝑳𝑷𝑬𝑿𝑷 

[mm] 

𝑳𝑷𝑻𝑷𝑺 

[mm] 

𝑳𝑷𝑻𝑶𝑷 

[mm] 

𝑳𝑷𝑬𝑿𝑷 

[mm] 

𝑳𝑷𝑻𝑷𝑺 

[mm] 

𝑳𝑷𝑻𝑶𝑷 

[mm] 

Shallow Sphere 18.2 17.0 16.7 18.4 16.9 16.6 

Shallow Sphere w/AA 10.1 7.2 8.0 9.0 7.3 7.3 

Deep Sphere 17.7 17.1 17.0 17.9 16.5 16.5 

Deep Sphere w/ AA 13.4 11.6 12.6 13.1 11.4 11.7 

Hairdryer 15.6 14.7 14.7 15.7 15.0 15.0 

Hairdryer w/AA 12.2 11.2 12.8 12.9 11.0 11.3 

 

However, the fact that TOPAS the systematic 

underestimates t-FWHM for 𝑥-profiles might suggest 

that the AA is erroneously positioned in the MC beam 

model. 

i. Lateral Penumbra  

For all the plans, the use of AA decreased the LP both 

on 𝑥-profiles (8.1 mm for the shallow sphere, 4.3 mm 

for the deep sphere and 3.3 mm for the hairdryer plan) 

and for 𝑦-profiles (where the reduction was 9.4 mm, 

4.9 mm and 2.8 mm, in the same order). MC 

simulations present the same trend. The 𝑥-profile LP 

decreased 9.8 mm for the shallow sphere, 5.5 mm for 

the deep sphere and 3.5 mm for the hairdryer.  The 

𝑦-profile LP decreased 9.6 mm, 5.1 mm and 4.0 mm, 

in the same order. TPS usage of AA decreased 𝑥-

profiles LP in 8.7 mm, 4.5 mm and 1.8 mm and 𝑦-

profiles LP in 9.3 mm, 4.8 mm and 3.7 mm, for the 

shallow sphere, deep sphere and hairdryer, 

respectively.  Both results reported confirm that using 

AA in treatment plans sharpens the LP, decreasing 

the dose to healthy tissues. Reported differences 

agree with the ones from Almeida et. al. 6 (LP 

difference of 4.5 mm and 4.1 mm between plans with 

and without AA for the measurements and 

simulations, respectively). Our results, for a 3-cm-

radius sphere, show an average decrease of 4.6 mm 

and 5.3 mm, in the same order. The increased 

performance of the AA for shallower targets is due to 

MCS within the phantom: protons traveling wider 

ranges have more chances of interacting with the 

media which broadens the beam. This is clinically 

relevant for treating paediatric/brain tumours 

shallower and smaller spot sizes have been difficult 

to achieve.  

3.2 Beam Model analysis 

To assess the validation of the MC beam model, 

simulated IDD profiles (blue) are compared with TPS 

ones (red) in Figure 3.4. Two situations are analysed: 

(a,c,e) refers to plans without the AA.(b,d,f) refers to 

plans with AA. On the right 𝑦-axis, the relative error 

between TOPAS and TPS is plotted.  

A good agreement is achieved at the distal end of the 

curves, with maximum R90 and R20 differences   

below 0.2 mm (Table 3.2). (At the end range, the 

relative error increases because Raystation stops 

tracking particles after the phantom while topas does 

not, therefore the scored dose never reaches zero.) 

However, at the proximal range further improvements 

need to be performed. Without AA, TOPAS presents 

lower entrance dose when compared with TPS. 

Relative errors reach 5% at the entrance and quickly 

decrease below 2%.WITH AA, the higher entrance 

dose is motivated for poor definition of the objective 

functions during treatment planning.  

i. Low entrance dose  

Efforts were made to try to access the nature of this 

lower dose. Hypothesis regarding particles range cut-

off values, energy spread, AA positions (on 𝑥 and 𝑦 

axes), air gap influence and modules implemented in 

TOPAS default physic list (validated for proton 

therapy) were tested. In the end, it was found that only 

the air gap (AG) influences the low entrance dose. On  
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Figure 3.4 - Integrated depth dose profiles (IDD) for the 6 plans comparing TPS (red line) with TOPAS (blue line). The 
relative error between the two is presented on the left y-axis (yellow line). (a,d) - Shallow Sphere; (b,e) - Deep Sphere; (c,f) 

- Hairdryer. (a,c,e) refer to plans without the AA. (b,d,f) to plans with AA. Profiles normalized to the maximum value.   

Table 3.2 - R90 and R20 values for the 6 plans irradiated compared between TOPAS (TOP) and TPS. Delta describes the 

difference between TPS and TOPAS. 

Plan 𝑹𝟗𝟎𝑻𝑶𝑷 
[mm] 

𝑹𝟗𝟎𝑻𝑷𝑺 
 [mm] 

𝚫R90 
[mm] 

𝑹𝟐𝟎𝑻𝑶𝑷 
[mm] 

𝑹𝟐𝟎𝑻𝑷𝑺 
 [mm] 

𝚫R20 
[mm] 

Shallow Sphere 121.7 121.5 -0.20 141.2 141.1 -0.10 

Shallow Sphere w/AA 121.6 121.6 0.00 136.6 136.4 -0.20 

Deep Sphere  220.9 220.7 -0.20 240.7 240.7 0.00 

Deep Sphere w/ AA 223.1 223.2 0.10 238.3 238.2 -0.10 

Hairdryer 218.9 218.7 -0.20 228.9 228.9 0.00 

Hairdryer w/AA 219.9 219.5 -0.20 229.0 229.0 0.00 
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Figure 3.5 - (a) Influence of air gap (AG) in TOPAS simulations (red) Raystation plan with 15 cm AG; TOPAS simulations 
(green) without AG; (blue) with 15 cm AG; (black) with 20 cm AG. (c-d) Impact positions of primary (blue) and secondary 
(red) protons on target’s proximal surface without airgap (c) and with airgap (d) 

one hand, removing the air gap increases the 

entrance dose (Figure 3.4a). In this case, the relative 

error between the profiles stays below 1%. The higher 

relative error value at the entrance in this case is 

probably since the minimum achievable AG by the 

TPS is 0.3 cm while TOPAS simulates 0 cm AG. On 

the other hand, increasing the AG lowers the 

entrance dose (black line, Figure 3.4a). To 

understand this behaviour, protons (primary and 

secondary) were scored individually and the 

respective depth-dose curves were plotted (Figure 

3.4). Analysing the latter, IDD scoring only primary 

protons overlap revealing that primary protons are not 

influenced by the air gap. However, IDD concerning 

secondary protons revealed a dose difference in the 

initial build-up region, which accounts for the same 

dose difference observed between TOPAS and TPS.  

Primary and secondary proton’s impact positions on 

the most proximal surface of the phantom were 

analysed: with 15.1 cm AG (Figure 3.4c) and without 

AG (Figure 3.4d). The output corroborated the results 

from Figure 3.4b, proving that primary protons are not 

significantly affected by the AG’s size: 99.9% hits the 

target when no AG is used and 99.7% does it if the 

target is 15 cm apart from the exit window. On the 

other hand, only 50.2 % of the secondary protons hit 

the target when the AG is set to 15.1 cm, when 

compared with 72.2% when there is none. The results 

presented in this section suggest that TOPAS and 

Raystation aren’t modelling the distribution of the 

secondary protons in the same way, with Raystation 

underestimating the scatter angles. Same 

conclusions were reported by Zhang et. al.13 

This allowed to explain why the relative error for the 

shallow sphere (AG of 5 cm) was smaller than the 

relative error for the deepest plans (AG of 15 cm).  
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4. Conclusions  

MEVION S250i with HYPERSCAN presents an 

innovative dynamic multi-leaf collimator (AA) that 

adapts to each patient needs using pencil beam 

scanning technique. This work evidenced that using 

AA increases dose sparing in healthy tissues 

compared with conventional proton beam scanning 

techniques. Transversal-FWHM decreases around 

20% for plans at 10 cm depth from target’s surface 

and 10% for targets 20 cm deep within the phantom. 

Lateral penumbra decreased, on average, 8.8 mm for 

the shallow plans and 3.8 mm for the deeper ones. 

Raystation overpredicts this value by 0.7 mm while 

TOPAS underestimates it by 0.1 mm. The collimating 

effect of the AA is stronger at shallower depths 

because of the underlying physics processes: in a 

shallower target, beam spread due to physical 

interactions with matter is minimized, therefore the 

collimator effect of the AA is more notorious. For 

deeper targets, the primary protons that reach the 

target will scatter and broadening the beam. Lateral 

symmetry suggested that further work shall be 

performed when using AA both in TPS and MC 

model, as difference between both and the 

experimental measures reached 3.2 % for TPS and 

4.9 % for TOPAS. The AA confers a dynamical 

collimation of the beam in real time for a wide range 

of energies and different thicknesses targets, 

decreasing the need for patient-specific collimators 

and increasing the efficiency of pencil beam 

scanning. Despite the good agreement between 

TOPAS beam model, experimental data and 

Raystation (relative errors below 5%), further work 

shall be done to mitigate low entrance dose problem 

in the MC model compared to Raystation. Further 

investigation regarding the origin of the problem shall 

be done, but it’s probably concerning differences in 

the physical processes motivated by approximations 

that fasten the MC code of the TPS.  
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